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http://www.hiddenmickeys.org/Imagineering/EyesInDarkness.html 

 

This is an inspiration from two sources. So you might get the general idea of the effect 
the inspiration came from the eyes at the end of Pirates of the Caribbean that glowed 
out as if watching you.  

The other inspiration was from Disney's own animation of animals in the forest watching 
from the dark recesses. All you see are the eyes of all sorts, sizes and heights blinking 
in wonderment of you. It would be a good effect for the Disney parks at night. Picture 
your own jungle Cruise, or Tom Sawyer Island somewhere beside your pool area and 
imagine.... 

Note: Since this project uses electricity, young children should be monitored by adults 
when building this project. 

Difficulty: Intermediate hobbyist 

Parts List 

• Wooden cigar boxes of various sizes - one per pair of eyes.  
• Flat black spray paint.  
• Optional translucent wafer thin white plastic.  
• Blinking Christmas screw-in tree lights. Recommend green but any color will do.  
• The Christmas tree light cord with screw-in sockets.  
• Wall sized male and female, clamp-on, AC power plugs or conventional screw-on 

plugs will do.  
• Electric cord, comparable to a common lamp cord of necessary length say, 6'-8'.  
• Extension cord(s) to reach the display.  
• Jigsaw or depending on your ability, improvise with another saw type.  
• Wooden stake lengths and quantity according to your show.  
• Wood staples or screws.  
• A rough idea of how to draw the outline of animal's eyes  

 

Building Instructions  

Always keep bare wires apart from each other so the will not short and always unplug 
the AC when connecting wires so you will not short circuit or shock yourself. 
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1. Decide how many and what kind of eyes you would like to have peering out from 
the darkness.  

2. Take a cigar box and a pencil and draw a couple of eyes making sure to keep 
them roughly the same size and kind on the center of the lid top.  

3. Carefully cut out the eyes.  
4. Drill a hole on the edge of the box large enough to get a Christmas tree light 

socket in.  
5. Spray the entire outside area, not the inside, with the flat black paint and set 

aside to dry.  
6. Make sure the Christmas tree cord is unplugged.  
7. Cut the plugs off the ends of the Christmas tree cord to prevent possible 

accidental use in the future.  
8. Cut a socket out from the Christmas tree cord leaving six inches of wire to 

connect to power cord.  
9. Insert socket into hole on end of box carefully affixing the wires with a few 

staples. Be sure not to short the wires or put a staple end into the copper part of 
the wire.  

10. Carefully staple or screw a stake onto the back of the cigar box to the height you 
would like the eyes to be peering at you and your guests.  

11. Should you want the eyes to be of the bulbs purest color:  
1. Cut a piece of white plastic to cover the eye holes from the inside.  
2. Glue in place over the eye holes on the inside.  

12. After you have designed your show and know where the darkest recesses are 
and exactly how many and what kind of creature eyes you need and how they 
are to be arranged and where, and they are finished, gently stake them into the 
ground, or, better still, dig a hole and bury stake end, or, for that matter, set them 
on what ever would work for your illusion.  

13. Insert socket wires into clamp on plug and clamp on. What you end up with are 
the eye boxes on stakes arranged in the ground with plugs dangling below.  

14. Bring extension cords out, plug your eyes in.  

You've now imagineered your eyes in the darkness scene. 

Splicing 110 volt electric cords is fairly dangerous so we have suggested the power 
plugs. If you specialize in wiring you could bring your power in direct instead. 


